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My story Opinion
Most academic researchers have a
personal drive that directs their interest
for certain subjects. We asked five of
them to reflect on theirs.
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Editorial
In today’s world, safety & security are more important than ever,
with both fields dominating the newspapers. Therefore, with great
pleasure, I present to you this magazine, ‘progreSSIon’. To cele-
brate 10 years of TU Delft Safety & Security Institute, it presents
a sample of the many innovative activities at TU Delft within the
extensive fields of safety & security.

Delft University of Technology has a long and strong history of
research in the fields of safety & security. Still, it has never before
been presented quite like in this magazine. In addition, we have
added insights from some of our partners to broaden the
perspective.

In my 15+ years of experience in safety & security, I observed that
a lot can still be obtained by combining these fields. The safety
world is still somewhat disconnected from the security world and
vice versa, although many developments are comparable, and
many insights could be shared. TU Delft researchers are working
on a more integral approach.

Today’s grand challenges can no longer be solved with a single
perspective or approach. They have a strong technological com-
ponent and take place in a complex setting with many stakeholders,
with different values at stake and different views on the world. That
is why a systems approach to safety & security is needed, which
is also what the Faculty of Technology, Policy and Management,
coordinator of TU Delft Safety & Security Institute, adds to these
important research fields.

Cooperation is key, which the cross-faculty approach of TU Delft
Safety & Security Institute aims to establish. This is also illustrated
by this magazine, showcasing the work of researchers from many
different disciplines and TU Delft faculties.

I hope this magazine brings you inspiration and new insights into
the critical, challenging and fascinating world of safety & security.

Aukje Hassoldt
Dean of the Faculty of Technology, Policy and Management
Delft University of Technology
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Scan the QR code for a digital
version of this magazine or more
information about the TU Delft
Safety & Security Institute.
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Road, air, rail

Safety & security in
a transport sector
on the move

Discussion

Are sustainability and
safety incompatible?

TU Delft Safety & Security Institute

An institute building
bridges

Safe by Design

“Engineers must learn
to talk about ethics”

Field perspective

All in for safety
& security

Opinion

We need an inclusive
approach to flood risks
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